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Craters, ranging from below the limits of resolution to in excess of 
1000 km in diameter, are characteristic landforms on the moon and most of the 
inner planets. Craters with relatively simple morphologies are generally 
recognized as impact structures, but complex crater morphologies are often 
attributed to a number of possible mechanisms. Craters may be arranged in an 
apparent hierarchy of increasing diameter and complexity (1) ranging from 
simple bowl shaped craters to multi-ringed basins (Table 1). In addition, it 
is noted that similar morphologies exist at different size ranges. For 
example, nested craters exist as 100-200 m diameter regolith craters, 5-15 km 
diameter crater-in-crater structures, and 150 km diameter multi-ringed 
basins. Existing hypotheses for diverse morphologies require different 
mechanisms from one morphology to the next as well as for apparently similar 
forms at different scales. 

A single hypothesis is proposed which attempts to provide a unified 
theory of crater formation based on the growth of craters in multi-layered 
target materials. The major factors controlling crater morphology are the 
depth of bolide penetration, stratification of the target, and post-cratering 
modification. The following mechanisms are modified from Quaide and Oberbeck 
( 2 ) ,  Gault et al. (31, and Head ( 4 ) .  Recently, similar mechanisms have been 
proposed by Hodges and Wilhelms (5) and Wolfe (6). 

Hypervelocity impact into isotropic target material yields a roughly 
hemispherically expanding shock front and excavation proceeds by rarefraction 
and acceleration along an expanding inverted cone of ejection. The final form 
of the cavity of excavation is a bowl-shaped crater surrounded by a raised rim 
of materials excavated from the crater. In layered materials, a bowl-shaped 
crater is produced if the depth of penetration is small compared to the total 
thickness of the surficial layer. For meteorids with higher energy and 
greater depth of penetration, shock wave reaches the interface, but the peak 
pressure may be less than the dynamic yield strength of the substrate. The 
expanding shock front and subsequent excavation are restricted to the 
surficial layer by refraction and reflection at the discontinuity between 
layers. The expanding cone (frustum) of ejecta exists only in the surficial 
layer. The resulting crater is flat-floored and the floor is near the level 
of the layer interface. If the shock wave pressure exceeds the dynamic yield 
strength of the substrate (penetration near the interface), a central uplift 
develops by rebound of the compressed substrate. With in-reased rebound 
accelerations (higher impact energy), material of the rebound plug may be 
ejected from the crater. 

If a meteoroid penetrates into substrate material (thin surficial layer 
or greater depth of penetration), a single shock front or two independent 
shock fronts may form depending on the characteristics of the target 
materials. A single shock front forms if the surficial layer is relatively 
thin or if the materials on either side of the interface are not widely 
different in physical properties. The resulting form is a bench crater. 
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If the substrate material has sufficiently different properties than the 
overlying layer, two independent shock fronts are initiated. A shock front, 
its attendant rarefraction and cone of ejection develop in the surficial 
materials and strip overlying materials from the interface with the 
substrate forming an expanding shallow, flat-floored cavity. As the 
projectile penetrates into the substrate, a second shock front and excavation 
cavity begin to form independently of the first. An inner cone of ejection 
forms within the first (7). The resulting morphology is a crater-in-crater 
structure (nested crater) consisting of a flat-floored basin with an inner 
crater rimmed by ejecta from the substrate. If bolide penetration should 
reach near the level of a second interface, rebound may produce a central 
peak within a nested crater. Penetration of multiple layers results in 
multiple terraces or multiple rings. 

Support for this model is provided by diverse experiments and 
observations including: 

1. Experimental formation of bench craters and multi-ringed craters 
in layered target materials (2). 

2. Experimental conformation of a second cone of ejecta as the 
projectile enters the substratum (7). 

3. Photogeologic identification of the ejecta blanket and secondary 
craters of the inner crater superposed on the floor and wall of the 
outer crater ( 5 ) .  

4. Orbital geochemical determination of compositions of compositions 
of ejecta from different layers. 

5. Correlation of crater morphology with known or inferred 
stratigraphy. 

Preliminary analysis of craters from 2 to 200 km diameter indicates that 
while the general depth to diameter ratios statistically describe the overall 
morphological trend, individual crater morphologies are not entirely a simple 
function of diameter. Craters of equal diameter or craters of equal depths 
exhibit a wide variation in morphology that are best explained in terms of 
the interaction of an impacting projectile with vertical variations of the 
target material. 
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